
The Oslo gay bar shooting
Written by someone tired of staged terror events and wishing for them to end

On the night of the 25th of June 2022 at around 1am there was a shooting at the gay bar called London
Pub, another pub called Per på Hjørnet and a takeaway restaurant that were all located in
Rosenkrantz’ street in Oslo, Norway.  Oslo Pride was scheduled to occur the following day on
Saturday the 25th of June, but was cancelled because of this shooting.  According to Wikipedia, 2

people were killed and at least 21 people were wounded.  The perpetrator, an Iranian immigrant
named Zaniar Matapour, was quickly handled by locals and captured by the police.  Matapour is now
under investigation by the police for having committed an act of Islamic extremist terrorism
motivated by anti-LGBT sentiments. 

We already know from Miles mentioning this earlier that many persons who were present at these
bars on the night of the shooting were also present at the Utøya island in 2011 where Anders Behring

Breivik was shooting at participants of the Labor Party youth camp. In addition to Eskil Pederen who
was leader of the Labor Party youth organization at the time of the Breivik event, at least two other
Utøya survivors have described in newspaper articles how they fled from shots again during the Oslo
gay bar shooting; see reports by Eivind Rindal and Stan Løken. What are the odds? We do perhaps not

need to go beyond this to show this gay bar shooting was also staged. 

I was apprehensive about writing a paper on this event, both because I didn’t think there was enough
material for a paper but also because I am pretty bored by these mass-produced fake events. However,
a little while ago, it came out in mainstream news that one of the surviving victims who had been shot
at during this gay bar shooting admitted she lied and had made the whole thing up. What? They were

now going to run stories where they actually admitted to having lied? I was baffled. To the left you
can see a front page of one of the largest
mainstream newspapers in Norway, Aftenposten,
portray Nikita Abbas and her original story of
having been shot at. The text reads “She was hit
by one of the bullets. Her friend used his own
body as a shield to save Nikita Amber Abbas (21)
from the shower of bullets at the London Pub
Friday night. The bullet went through them both.”

So, this story was total fabrication as has been
admitted in mainstream news. It’s also
unbelievable that the bullet should go through her
friend and then go through her as it says on this
front page. One may wonder if the scriptwriters set
her up to fail deliberately to blackwash the gay
Muslim organization she heads or Muslims in
general. From the mainstream newspaper article
reporting that she lied, it looks as if they attempt to
blackwash Muslims. They must be pretty certain

no one is going to read this the way I am reading it, which is as evidence of the entire event being
fraudulent.  In any case, I thought that this was a sign I ought to sit down and write about this event
since it should at least be known that one of the victims was admittedly fake. Not many newspapers
carried this story that she lied, and if one attempts to visit the pages that detailed her original story,
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one does not get a retraction or fraud notice, only an error. However, we do find the original article on

the internet way back machine here. In this archived article, we can see Abbas, who is disabled and

uses a wheelchair, detail how she and her friend were shot and how she didn’t notice she had been
shot at, which according to herself was close to the heart. In that article we also learn that the
emergency room called her up to check if she had been shot because they could not find the bullet
within her friend. None of this makes much sense to me. Someone not noticing they are shot close to
the heart and then having the ER call them up to suggest this had happened based on…what? The
bullet that wasn’t found within her friend could have been anywhere. It’s also pretty insane that she
wasn’t checked by paramedics when they came to collect her friend who she was with, which I
assume would be standard procedure. 

So far, we know that several persons who were present at the Breivik event were also at this gay bar
shooting, and we know one of the victims lied about being shot at. I guess we could stop here, but I
am now going to do a few more rounds of this event to see if there is anything else worth mentioning. 

Let’s look at some of the other gunshot victims.  In this artcle, we can see another victim of the

shooting tell a story and show pictures of being shot in the back of his head with the bullet going in on
the right side and coming out on the left side, seemingly without causing too much damage in
between. Is this real? I don’t know, but it seems strange the bullet didn’t get lodged inside his head
and that it looks so clean without any visible swelling or oedema.  

Here is another example of a victim who was shot in the head but who both survived and seem to be

doing pretty well afterwards. The wounds are again very clean and there is no swelling in or around
them. According to the American Associaton of Neurological Surgeons, gunshot wounds to the head

are lethal 90% of the time, and if they are not lethal, 50% of patients will suffer from seizures and
need anti-epileptic medication. Here we have two head gunshot victims from the Oslo gay bar
shooting who both survived and seem in relatively good shape. What are the odds of this? Zero, since
we have already established this was fake.  We may assume that guy already had a scar there, since it
doesn't look new.

I found a video online taken at the time of the shootings where we can see the perpetrator Zaniar

Matapour running in a yellow T-shirt and being captured by civilians. I guess it was either a yellow T-
shirt or one of those yellow reflective vests, so to make sure he would not be run down by a car and be
easy to capture by civilians and police. Earlier the same day, Matapour had been observed wearing a
blue T-shirt and had for unknown reasons changed to a  yellow T-shirt before the shooting. We can

only speculate, I guess, and if this event, as so many other events, was staged, the color yellow would
help identify the perpetrator for people who
don’t know him. Say for instance that people
have been instructed to run after the
perpetrator, then they would need to quickly
identify him. Note also that the story is that

civilians are running after and capturing a man
on a shooting rampage holding a loaded
weapon he has just fired against people. I
guess we are to think of civilians as very
courageous and not as an indication of it not
being real. 

To the left is a picture of Zaniar Matapour on
the night of the shooting dressed in a yellow shirt and a blue cap. So, this is how you dress if you are
planning on committing criminal activity. He only lacks a sign saying, “I am the terrorist”. 
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Also note that in the video linked above of the perpetrator being captured by civilians, that there is a
police car parked behind another car not far from where the perpetrator is captured by civilians. We
can recognize that this is a police car due the blue lights that are being lit on it. This police car enters
the street and drives a small distance in the opposite direction of the perpetrator being handled by
civilians before it parks further down the street and then two persons appear from within it. According
to the official timeline of the event, civilians held down the perpetrator for 4 minutes and 31 seconds

before the police took hold of him. This has all been detailed by mainstream news where civilians on

the scene are reported to have complained about seeing the police (75 meters down the street) but not
being assisted by them. In the video, we can also clearly hear shots being fired, and we can see people
run after the man in yellow and then tackle him so that he falls into the ground. I assume the police in
the car further down the street could also hear and see this, and if shots being fired isn’t something
that gets police off their feet, I don’t know what will. Even though there were police very close to the
shooting who were able to give precise information about the location, backup police forces were sent
to the wrong address. So, someone must have given the police the wrong directions about where this

shooting took place, even though they had officers in the street where the attack took place. Right.
What’s next? All police cars were broken and police back-up forces came riding in on bicycles or
horses?  Or tricycles?  Or gummiboats?  

One witness passing by the perpetrator Zaniar Matapour as he was drawing up his weapon to start

shooting, said that he had screamed «allahu akbar». I am mentioning this because the woman in the
article who is described as the friend of this witness is named Kristin H. Andresen. The witness, a guy
named Tormod Bakke Johnsen, is himself gay as we all know since he has been part of a reality TV

series where he has tried to find a mate.  No crime in being gay and Bakke Johnson is not nearly as
interesting as his friend, Kristin H. Andersen, who he at 01.47 am on the night of the shooting sends a
text message to report on the shooting.  Kristin H. Andresen had left the party Bakke Johnson was
part of earlier that night and appears to be a close friend (or relative?) as she has her arm tucked
around Bakke Johnsen’s neck in a photo in the article. Who is Kristin H. Andresen? She is married to
Johan H. Andresen jr. who is one of Norway’s richest men (no. 5 on a list of Norway’s top 400 richest

persons). The Andresen family has historically been Tobacco industrialists but have today invested its
wealth through a holding company called Ferd which has a net worth of 24 billion NOK (in 2010).
Based on Miles’ previous work, I know better than to think this a coincidence. 

So, who is this Zaniar Matapour? According to Wikipedia, he came to Norway from Iran as a refugee

in 1993. His family fled from Iran at the time of the revolution in 1979 and then fled to Pakistan
where they allegedly sometimes had to live on the streets before they came to Norway. No way that is
true: just the usual sob story and misdirection.  We know because Matapour is also connected, like
everyone else in this staged saga. His sister dated and lived together for many years with a well-

known Norwegian comedian named Kristian Valen. This comedian has recently claimed that he was
violently assaulted by Zaniar Matapour several years back for reasons unknown. Even though the

police had evidence about Matapour being Kristian Valen’s attacker, they didn’t charge Matapour and
just filed the case away.  

At some point Matapour changed his name to Samuel Stefa, though we don’t know why. According

t o Wikipedia, Matapour has a criminal record of drug possession and violent assault. The Police

Security Service had also been in contact with him several times prior to the Oslo gay bar shooting
due to concerns about him being radicalized. As I described above, I don’t believe Matapour has been
radicalized, though I will believe that the Norwegian intelligence services have been in contact with
him as a paid agent. Since 2013, Matapour has been on disability benefits, probably because he has
been diagnosed with paranoid schizophrenia. I guess we are to believe that his name change was a

result of schizophrenia. Matapour has also been the neighbor and acquaintance of a guy named Arfan
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Bhat, who is another Norwegian Islamic radical. Bhatti has now also been charged with having

contributed to the Oslo 2022 shooting, though, except for posting burning rainbow fags on his

facebook profile, it is not clear in what way he contributed. The Norwegian Islamist organization that
Bhatti has been involved with, Profetens Ummah, has been openly supportive of the Islamic State of

Iraq and the Levant and Islamic terrorism in general. I guess Profetens Ummah is the Norwegian
branch of the CIA-created Al-Qaeda/ISIS franchise. I guess this Arfan Bhatti guy and the organization
Profetens Umma is worth paper on its own, but I am not going there today. The only thing I will
mention is that according to Arfan Bhatti’s Wiki page, he used to be a member of a gang of youngsters

calling themselves “Young Guns”.  I guess they got the idea from the movie called Young Guns,

though we don't know which one get to play Charlie Sheen and which one plays Emilio Estevez.  The
Young Guns gang got into conflicts with other Oslo “underworld” gangs called The Killers, B-
gjengen (the Beagle Boys), the Philippine Outsiders and the Rebels. I don’t know anything about
underworld gangs in Oslo or any other place, but isn’t it a little strange that they define themselves
with these cartoon-like names? Why even have a name if you’re engaging in underworld activities?

Below are pictures of Zaniar Matapour (left) and Arfan Bhatti (right). Is Bhatti’s beard real or just
glued on?

 

Another strange thing about Arfan Bhatti is that he has previously been married to a woman who has
recently been very vocal against the draconian covid measures. At the time when she was married to

Bhatti, she was promotng holy war against occupiers of Muslim land. While her husband was posing

with weapons, she had a Kalashnikov tatooed on her arm and posted pictures on facebook of female

jihadists. From wife of jihadist to voice of reason and sense. Make of this what you will, but in this
way, opposition to covid measures could be associated with Islamic radicalism. That would be
blackwashing 101, wouldn't it? 
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The Islamic radical Arfan Bhatti has also dated Karianne Solbrække, above, who is a Norwegian
crime news journalist. Do we think an Islamic radical will be dating a Norwegian news journalist or

vice versa? This news journalist has covered some of the major crime scandals in Norway, including
the Orderud case that Miles covered briefly in his paper on the Breivik event. So, proof positive

Bhatti, and therefore Matapour, are agents.  It pretty much goes without saying that real Iranian
terrorists don't date pretty blonde State news reporters.   

At the Wiki page of the Oslo shooting, we can also read that: 

A journalist from the Norwegian public broadcaster NRK who was present stated he
witnessed a man arrive with a bag, then pick up a weapon and start shooting. The
journalist thought it was an air gun at frst, until glass shattered at the bar next door.[10]

According to the reference, this journalist who was a witness to the shooting in Oslo is named Olav
Rønneberg. He is NRK’s (Norwegian equivalent of the BBC) resident crime journalist. Fascinating to
find two crime news journalists linked to the Oslo shooting, not because they cover it, but as a witness
and an ex-girlfriend of a person charged with being complicit in the crime. I can’t prove that Olav
Rønneberg is from one particluar Rønneberg family but will mention that there is a famous
Norwegian Rønneberg family that has historically been a very wealthy merchant and shipping family.

One noteworthy Rønneberg family member was army officer Joachim Holmboe Rønneberg, who

became famous for taking part in the WW2 Norwegian heavy water sabotage. His younger brother,

Erling Rønneberg, was an agent for the Secret Intelligence Service during WW2 and was the leader

of the heavy water sabotage operation. Wealthy families intermarry with other wealthy and influential
families and the name Holmboe above represents another such family, which Miles also mentioned

in his papers on the Breivik massacre. We don’t have intelius or instantcheckmate in Norway, and so

it is not so easy to find out who people are related to. We are left to speculate that this witness of the
Oslo shooting and NRK crime news journalist could be related to these famous Rønnebergs. We may
note that this crime journalist, Olav Rønneberg, has also been covering the Orderud case.

Miles: the Ronnebergs are Jewish, of course, related to Sandbergs, Brinchmanns, Rasmussens, Cochs
(Kochs/Kocks/Cox) and Schous.   

The lead defense attorney of Zaniar Matapour is named John Christian Elden. I don’t know much
about him except for that is a well-known lawyer who must have been involved with a lot of high-
profile cases as he is frequently in the news. Looking him up on Wikipedia, I learn that he is a

member of the conservative party, is a freemason, participated in the US State department IV
leadership programme in 2005, is an honorary citizen of Nebraska and that his granduncle,  Oscar C.

Gundersen, was a member of the Labor party and was also minister of Justice as well as Norwegian

ambassador to Russia. Can’t say I understand why Elden was part of a US State department leadership
program. What does one do to participate in that as a Norwegian citizen? Just sign up? Elden’s grand
uncle O. C. Gundersen became controversial for aiding the Germans to build an airport in Norway
during the WW2, though this didn’t seem to deter the Labor party from assigning him to later be
minister of justice, an ambassador to Russia and responsible attorney for the legal purge of people
who betrayed Norway during the war. Gunderson was even put in charge of creating emergency
preparedness laws to protect Norway from another attack. This really seems like the right guy for this
sort of job. Elden has also worked on the infamous Orderud case. These cases never end and so Elden
was hired to help with resumpton of the case of Per Orderud who had been convicted of contributing

to the murder of his own sister and parents. 

One of the other lawyers defending Matapour is Bernt Heiberg. Conveniently, both Elden and Heiberg

have been defense attorneys for Arfan Bhatti before. I don’t know much else about Heiberg, except
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for that he is obviously a Heiberg, meaning Heiberg is a well-known surname, which Miles also
mentioned briefly in one of his papers on the Breivik event. Then there is another third defense

attorney for Matapour who is named Inger Silka Zadig. Don’t know much about her either except for
that she has also recently been working on the Orderud case. They are all Jewish.  Zadig is a variant

of the Hebrew Tzadik, meaning “righteous”, which I'm guessing couldn't be less descriptive of Inger
Zadig.  Elden is more commonly spelled Eldan worldwide, and is a common Jewish name.  Heiberg is
also a common Jewish name, see Danish actress Johanne Heiberg, whose mother was a Hirschborn.
Also see playwright Johan Heiberg, whose mother was the Baroness Gyllembourg-Ehrensvärd and
whose stepfather was the Swedish Baron Carl Ehrensvard, convicted in the (fake) assassination of
King Gustav III.*  As we have seen, these fakes run in families.   

Another thing worth mentioning may be that there was an American couple present on the scene of

the crime who filmed the of the victims receiving medical assistance after the shooting. Both Miles
and I have tried to find this Gary (then 65) and Ginger (then 64) Walters residing in North Carolina
using various people search engines, but none of us could find them. Miles suggested this means they
are not who they say they are.  

Another witness that was mentioned in the article about the Walters couple linked above, is Bjørn
Inge Bergestuen whose friend was shot and killed by Matapour. As far as I can understand,
Bergestuen is an IT guy for the Norwegian Progress Party, which is a populist right-wing party. I
don’t know if Bergestuen is a member of the party, but one may guess that this is not a random IT job
and that people inhabiting this position do so because they are also members of the party. The
Progress Party is probably the political party that is most vocal against Islamic radicalism, but also the
party that gains the most votes from Islamic terrorism being an actual problem. 

I guess we could go on doing more rounds of this event as I am sure there is more to be discovered,
but I think I have made a case for this event being staged. I might add something more later if I think
it’s worth mentioning.

*I have written about this before.  Gustav was a great-grandson of George I of England, and therefore a
Stuart.  In another line he was a Jagiellon/Vasa, descended from Casimir IV of Poland.  
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